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Abstract
The ρ-calculus generalises both term rewriting and the λ-calculus in a uniform framework. Interaction nets
are a form of graph rewriting which proved most successful in understanding the dynamics of the λ-calculus,
the prime example being the implementation of optimal β-reduction. It is thus natural to study interaction
net encodings of the ρ-calculus as a ﬁrst step towards the deﬁnition of eﬃcient reduction strategies. We
give two interaction net encodings which bring a new understanding to the operational semantics of the
ρ-calculus; however, these encodings have some drawbacks and to overcome them we introduce bigraphical
nets—a new paradigm of computation inspired by Lafont’s interactions nets and Milner’s bigraphs.
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1 Introduction
Pattern calculi [18,17,3,5,6,13] combine the expressiveness of pure functional calculi
and algebraic term rewriting. The rewriting calculus, also called ρ-calculus [5,6],
provides a simple framework generalising both term rewriting and the λ-calculus.
It is an extension of the λ-calculus where we can abstract on patterns, not just on
variables, hence providing a suitable foundational theory for modern programming
languages with pattern-matching features.
Interaction nets [15] are graph rewrite systems which have been used for the
implementation of eﬃcient reduction strategies for the λ-calculus [12,1,16]. One of
the main features of interaction nets is that all the computation steps are explicit
and expressed in the same formalism; there is no external machinery. Also, since
1 Projet Logical, Poˆle Commun de Recherche en Informatique du plateau de Saclay, CNRS, E´cole Poly-
technique, INRIA, Universite´ Paris-Sud.
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reduction in interaction nets is local and strongly conﬂuent, reductions can take
place in any order, even in parallel (see [19]), which makes interaction nets well-
suited for the implementation of programming languages and rewriting systems [9,8].
Since pattern calculi encompass term rewriting and the λ-calculus, clearly there are
natural questions about the existence of eﬃcient implementations using interaction
nets. In this paper we focus on the ρ-calculus, but our results can be applied to
other pattern calculi.
We adapt interaction net implementations of the λ-calculus to deal with the spe-
ciﬁc features of the ρ-calculus. We concentrate on the problem of pattern-matching
and take for granted that binders can be dealt with using one of the many available
encodings of the λ-calculus mentioned previously. We give two alternative encod-
ings of matching in interaction nets, both with certain advantages and drawbacks,
and claim that a fully satisfactory solution cannot be obtained in the interaction
net framework. This indeed comes as a surprise and highlights a deep diﬀerence
between the λ-calculus and the ρ-calculus, namely that the ρ-calculus has more po-
tential (implicit) parallelism. We then propose a third encoding using a particular
class of bigraphs [14] which we call bigraphical nets. Bigraphs incorporate a notion
of locality which is missing in interaction nets. We exploit this feature to overcome
the drawbacks of the previous solutions, while still remaining close to a machine
implementation.
Our work is modular with respect to the encoding of binders that is used, i.e.
the same method can be applied to transform any interaction net implementation
of the λ-calculus into an implementation of the ρ-calculus (even the bigraphical
net encoding is modular, since interaction nets are also bigraphical nets). We can
also easily export the solution to other calculi with patterns. Besides practical
advantages (e.g. sharing of computations), graph representations are often useful to
abstract away from syntactical details (e.g. α-conversion comes for free) and bring
more understanding to the theory. In particular, the encodings presented in this
paper highlight the diﬀerences between the various operational semantics deﬁned
for the ρ-calculus.
Section 2 recalls the ρ-calculus, interaction nets and bigraphs. Sections 3 and 4
give two interaction net encodings of the ρ-calculus, and their properties. Section 5
gives a third encoding using bigraphical nets, a new paradigm of graph rewriting
incorporating locality. We conclude in Section 6.
2 Background
2.1 The Rewriting Calculus
We start with a short presentation of the ρ-calculus; for more details see [5,6,2]. We
write x, y, . . . for variables and f, g, . . . for constants. The set of ρ-terms (or just
terms) T is deﬁned by:
t, u ::= x | f | p t | [p  u].t | (t u)
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where p ∈ P is a pattern; p  t is a generalised abstraction (it can be seen either
as a λ-abstraction on a pattern p instead of a single variable, or as a standard term
rewriting rule); [p  u].t is a delayed matching constraint denoting a matching
problem p  u whose solutions (if any) will be applied to t; (t u) denotes an appli-
cation (we omit brackets whenever possible, and associate to the left). Terms are
always considered modulo α-conversion (this will be realised for free in interaction
nets later).
The ρ-calculus can be parametrised by the set P of patterns. Here we use linear
algebraic patterns:
p ::= x | f p1 . . . pn
where each variable occurs at most once in p.
The reduction rules are the following:
(ρ) (p t) u → [p  u].t
(σ) [p  u].t → σpu(t)
The rule σ asks for an external matching algorithm to ﬁnd a solution of the matching
of p with u, and applies the corresponding substitution to t. Here we assume
syntactic matching; under this assumption the calculus is conﬂuent [6].
We will focus on the implementation of the σ rule, isolating as much as pos-
sible the problem of matching from the problems of implementing binders. This
methodology is justiﬁed by the fact that the term p  t is extensionally equiva-
lent to x  [p  x].t, so that we can safely precompile terms in order to abstract
only on variables and have explicit matchings from the beginning. To give a full
implementation of the calculus, including the matching algorithm, we ﬁrst deﬁne a
version of the ρ-calculus with explicit matching inspired by [4]. Substitution is still
implicit since it will be realised for free in the graphical representation.
(ρ) (p t) u → [p  u].t
(σv) [x  u].t → t{x = u}
(σan) [f p1 . . . pn  f u1 . . . un].t → [p1  u1] . . . [pn  un].t
Note that (σan) represents an inﬁnite family of rules; we thus replace it by a ﬁnite
set of local rules, more suitable for an encoding into interaction nets:
(ac) f t → f • t
(aa) (t • u) v → (t • u) • v
(σc) [f  f ].t → t
(σa) [(p • r) (u • v)].t → [p  u].[r  v].t
A matching [p  u] may have no solution; this is called a blocked matching. We
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can add a rule to detect failure for constants:
(⊥) [f  g].t → ⊥ if f = g
Now if there is a ⊥ in a term, in which cases should the whole term evaluate to ⊥?
There are mainly two options:
(strict) C[⊥] → ⊥ for any context C[·]
The strict rule corresponds to an exception-like semantics of matching failure (as
in ML) e.g. even if the argument of an application is not used by the function, the
result is ⊥. In this context, a higher priority is given to this rule than to any other
applicable rule. If we desire a non-strict semantics, this rule should be weakened to
a particular class C of strict contexts:
(non-strict) C[⊥] → ⊥ for any C[·] ∈ C
We take C = {([ ] t), t ∈ T }, although a larger class of contexts is acceptable. Rules
of the form [p  u].t → ⊥ if p and u have diﬀerent head symbols, are unsafe and lead
to non-conﬂuence [5]. Our encodings will not implement unsafe rules (automatically,
due to the strong conﬂuence of interaction nets).
2.2 Interaction Nets
A system of interaction nets is speciﬁed by a set Σ of symbols with ﬁxed arities, and
a set R of interaction rules. An occurrence of a symbol α ∈ Σ is called an agent. If
the arity of α is n, then the agent has n + 1 ports: a principal port depicted by an
arrow, and n auxiliary ports. Such an agent will be drawn in the following way:
α

 · · ·
x1 xn
Intuitively, a net N is a graph (not necessarily connected) with agents at the vertices
and each edge connecting at most 2 ports. The ports that are not connected to
another agent are free. There are two special instances of a net: a wiring (no
agents) and the empty net; the extremes of wirings are also called free ports. The
interface of a net is its set of free ports. An interaction rule ((α, β) =⇒ N) ∈ R
replaces a pair of agents (α, β) ∈ Σ×Σ connected together on their principal ports
(an active pair or redex ) by a net N with the same interface. The following diagram
shows the format of interaction rules (N can be any net built from Σ).
α βﬀ



...
...
x1
xn
ym
y1
=⇒ N
...
...
x1
xn
ym
y1
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Reduction is local, and there can be at most one rule for each pair of agents. We
use the notation =⇒ for the one-step reduction relation and =⇒∗ for its transitive
and reﬂexive closure. If a net does not contain any active pairs then it is in normal
form. One-step reduction satisﬁes the diamond property.
2.3 Bigraphs
In [14] a notion of graph transformation system is deﬁned, using nested (or hierar-
chical) graphs called bigraphs. Bigraphs represent two kinds of structure: locality
(nodes may occur inside other nodes) and connectivity (nodes have ports that may
be connected by links). We recall the basic terminology of bigraphs and refer the
reader to [14] for details and examples.
Nodes are labelled by controls with ﬁxed arities; the arity of a control corre-
sponds to the number of ports of the node. Links are attached to nodes from the
inside or the outside, so bigraphs have both an inner and an outer interface. A con-
trol is atomic if it cannot contain a nested graph, otherwise it is non-atomic. The
reduction relation is deﬁned by a set of reaction rules, which are pairs of bigraphs
(called redex and reactum). The redex has a width, corresponding to the number
of sites it occupies in the outer bigraph (see [14]). A non-atomic control K can be
speciﬁed as active, in which case reactions can occur inside, or passive, in which
case reactions in the internal bigraph can only occur after the control K has been
destroyed.
Interaction nets are a particular kind of bigraphs without nesting: all controls
(called agents in interaction nets) are atomic, and have a distinguished port. Inter-
action rules can be seen as reactions in which both redex and reactum have width
1, and redexes are restricted to just two controls connected by one link through the
distinguished ports.
3 A Simple Interaction Net Encoding of the ρ-calculus
We can obtain an implementation of the ρ-calculus starting from any oﬀ-the-shelf
interaction net encoding of the λ-calculus (that we will not describe) and adding a
matching algorithm as speciﬁed in the explicit ρ-calculus (see Section 2.1). We ﬁrst
describe an encoding that aims at simplicity; however, we will see that this encoding
is not able to represent a non-strict ρ-calculus semantics, which will motivate the
following sections.
We give a translation T (·) of ρ-terms, and the interaction rules that will be used
for solving matching constraints. A ρ-term t with free variables fv(t) = {x1, . . . , xn}
will be translated to a net T (t) with the root edge at the top, and n free edges cor-
responding to the free variables, as shown in Figure 1 (left). If t is a variable then
T (t) is just a wire. For each constant f we introduce an agent as shown in Figure 1
(middle). A term of the form [p  u].t is encoded as shown in Figure 1 (right) 2
which can be interpreted as the substitution in t of the (possible) solution of the
2 A dashed edge represents a bunch of edges (a bus).
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T (t)
· · ·
x1 xn f

T (u) T (p) T (t)
 
Fig. 1. Translation of Terms

@

	 

=⇒
Fig. 2. Interaction Rule for Abstraction and Application
f f 
 =⇒ „emptynet « f g 
 =⇒ fail

Fig. 3. Matching of constants (success and failure)
matching (the left subnet corresponds to the matching problem p  u). We assume
that terms have been precompiled to abstract only on variables, as described in the
previous section; hence we can reuse the abstraction of the λ-calculus: We introduce
an agent  with its principal port oriented upwards. Similarly for application and
interaction between abstraction and application (β/ρ-reduction): we introduce an
agent @ with its principal port oriented towards the left subterm, so that interaction
with an abstraction is possible. We have the usual interaction rule between abstrac-
tion and application, given in Figure 2. We insist that the light-weight encoding of
this section allows to immediately reuse the corresponding interaction rule of any
encoding of the λ-calculus, without modiﬁcation.
In this simple encoding, the matching algorithm is initiated by connecting the
root of a pattern with the term to match. Thus, the rule (σv) (matching against
a variable) is realised for free, as in the λ-calculus. To simulate (σa) and (⊥),
constants will interact. When two identical constants interact, they cancel each
other to give the empty net, as indicated in Figure 3 (left). If the agents are
not the same, then we introduce an agent fail, which represents a failure in the
matching algorithm, as indicated in Figure 3 (right). Note that the right-hand
side of the second rule in Figure 3 is a deadlocked net (because the matching is
disconnected). Interaction is not possible between the agent fail and the rest of
the term; consequently, we interpret a net containing an agent fail anywhere as an
overall failure. Unfortunately, this implements the rule (strict) as a side eﬀect.
In the ρ-calculus application is used in two very diﬀerent ways: on one hand
as the application of an abstraction to a term, and on the other hand as a term
constructor in patterns, as shown in Section 2.1. We have to convert a usual ap-
plication (@) into a pattern application (•) when it is part of an algebraic pattern
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f
@

	  =⇒
•

f 


 •
@

	  =⇒
•

• 



   
Fig. 4. Rules to transform patterns
• •
 
=⇒
   
Fig. 5. Matching applications
(or term), using the rules in Figure 4. We also need a rule to match applications,
which is given in Figure 5.
Example 3.1 The term (f  h) g evaluates to a blocked matching (failure) [f 
g].h. This reduction is represented in interaction nets by:
f h

@
g







	

=⇒∗ h

f g 

In this case there are two disconnected parts in the resulting net, one representing
h and the other one representing the matching failure.
Properties of the encoding
In most applications of interaction nets, nets which become disconnected are no
longer of interest, i.e. they are considered garbage and thus ignored. This is espe-
cially done because, in general, garbage collection requires a full traversal and even
full evaluation, which motivated some work on strategies in interaction net [10,20].
However, the previous example shows that disconnected nets, even without any
free ports, do matter in this interaction net encoding, which implies that we can-
not stop reduction at the so-called interface-normal-forms [10]. On the other hand,
this is very good news for a parallel implementation (which is also a motivation
of interaction nets): disconnected components can easily be dispatched on diﬀer-
ent processors. Moreover, in our case, the only interesting information about these
matching components is whether they ﬁnally evaluate to the empty net (successful
matching) or not (matching failure, but this is undecidable).
Although good for parallelism, the nasty consequence of this observation is that
we cannot implement a non-strict semantics. For instance, reduction of (x 
h)((f  i) g) gives (where the  agent is used for erasure):
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f i

@
g







	


@

	
 

h
 =⇒∗
h

 i 

f g 
 =⇒
h

f g 

We cannot distinguish the result of this computation (for which just h could
be a desirable answer) from the previous failing one. This corresponds to adding
the strict rule (cf. Section 2.1), treating pattern-matching failures as exceptions
(cf. [6] for a corresponding big-step semantics, although we allow some terms to
be reduced before matching). If we want pattern-matching failure to be treated
as a matching failure in a lazy language rather than as an exception, then we
cannot disconnect matching constraints. We present an alternative encoding which
maintains connectivity in Section 4.
The simulation of the rule (σv) is under the responsibility of the encoding of the
λ-calculus used. Rules corresponding to (ac), (aa), (σc), (σa) and (⊥) have been
given. The (strict) rule is realised by the interpretation of agent fail, as we explain
below. Assuming correctness of the encoding of the λ-calculus we can show (using
→ to denote reduction in the explicit ρ-calculus with the strict rule):
Correctness: If T (t) =⇒∗ T (u) connected, then t →∗ u. If T (t) =⇒∗ T (u)
disconnected but without failure, then there is a v such that T (u) = T (v) and
t →∗ v. If T (t) =⇒∗ N where N is a net with a failure, then t →∗ ⊥.
Completeness: If t is closed and t →∗ u = ⊥ in normal form, then T (t) =⇒∗ T (u).
If t →∗ ⊥ then T (t) =⇒∗ N containing a fail agent.
The provisos of the correctness properties are justiﬁed by situations of the form
(f  t) Ω → [f  Ω].t where Ω is a non-terminating term, thus the matching
constraint cannot be eliminated, but it is represented by a disconnected interaction
net (i.e. the readback is not unique). The restriction to t closed and u in normal form
for completeness are standard [16]. Since we disconnect the matchings from the rest
of the net, we can only interpret a fail agent remaining at the end of the reduction
as failure; hence we are modelling a strict calculus (i.e. the explicit ρ-calculus plus
the (⊥) and (strict) rules).
4 Introducing a Matching Agent
Disconnecting matching constraints increases the parallelism of the implementation
but does not allow us to implement a non-strict semantics. The obvious solution
to this problem is to maintain connectivity by using an explicit agent for matching.
Then we can keep track of the point where a matching failure may have occurred,
thus staying closer to the syntax and behaviour of standard ρ-calculus. We make
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the minimum amount of changes to the previous encoding. The counterpart of the
ρ-rule now creates an explicit matching agent  linked to the rest of the net by an
agent [ ] (the right-hand side of the rule is thus the new representation of a matching
constraint):

@

	 

=⇒
[ ] 


We have introduced two new agents:  will take care of the matching and [ ]
will simply attach the matching to the right place, exactly mimicking the structure
of terms: [p  u].t. Note that the agent [ ]’s principal port is pointing towards the
agent , i.e. it will wait until the matching is done and look at the result, which
will be either success or failure. If the matching cannot be solved in either way, this
agent will stay there forever.
Success will be represented by an agent , failure by an agent ⊥, both 0-ary, with
the expected interactions with agent [ ]. The ideas are settled, now the development
of the matching algorithm is straightforward.
It is clear that each rewrite step in the explicit ρ-calculus corresponds to a
sequence of interaction rules in this encoding, hence properties of simulation are
stronger than with the previous encoding. Here → denotes the explicit non-strict
ρ-calculus reduction relation, and t, u belong to T ∪ {⊥}.
Proposition 4.1 (Correctness and completeness) If T (t) =⇒∗ T (u), then
t →∗ u. If t is closed and t →∗ u in normal form, then T (t) =⇒∗ T (u).
The problem with this encoding is that the agent [ ] blocks any further compu-
tation between the root and what was the body of the abstraction. For instance, in
the term (a  b) ((p  c) t) where a, b, c are constants and p, t are terms, we will
have to complete the matching of t against p (which may be costly) before noticing
that a and c do not match. This was not the case in the ﬁrst encoding. The moral
interpretation of this result is that the drawback identiﬁed in the ﬁrst encoding is
not about connectivity but about locality. Hence we naturally turn our attention
towards an extended framework inspired by bigraphs: bigraphical nets.
5 Using Bigraphical Nets
Bigraphs [14] introduce a notion of locality (using nesting to indicate that a graph
is local to a certain node) which is missing in interaction nets, and which is a key
to solving the problems of the previous encodings: if we can specify that a pattern
(and later a matching constraint) is local to a certain abstraction, we can keep track
of occurrences of failure and implement a non-strict ρ-calculus without introducing
an explicit matching agent. Note that bigraphs permit links between nested nets
and external subgraphs (unlike hierarchical graphs [7]) and rewriting can take place
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across control boundaries, both features which will be of use in our encoding of the
ρ-calculus. To encode the ρ-calculus we will use a subclass of bigraphs that contains
interaction nets, and that we call bigraphical nets.
Deﬁnition 5.1 Bigraphical nets are bigraphs in which each control has a distin-
guished principal port (the remaining ports are called auxiliary), and links connect
at most 2 ports. Reaction rules deﬁne interactions between two controls connected
by their principal ports (and their sites), or interactions of a control with its local
sites, preserving the interfaces.
For examples of a bigraphical net and a reaction rule, see Figure 6. Note that, in
contrast with interaction nets, a left-hand side can specify the location in which the
reacting controls are, or the locations contained in these controls, and reactions can
take place across boundaries. A full study of bigraphical nets as a computational
framework is beyond the scope of this paper, however, we remark that all the
examples of bigraphs for the π-calculus and ambient calculus given in [14] (part
I) can be redeﬁned as bigraphical nets by adding principal ports and copy/erase
controls to preserve the interface of the reactions. Comparing with the properties of
interaction nets, we remark that conﬂuence does not hold in general for bigraphical
nets, because of the possibility of interactions across boundaries. However reduction
is still local. The latter point is crucial for implementation.
Bigraphical nets can be seen as a particular class of higher-order nets [11]. Fol-
lowing the usual terminology of interaction nets, controls in bigraphical nets are
also called agents, and reaction rules are called interaction rules.
We will use the following agents for the encoding:
•  of arity 2, which is a non-atomic agent representing abstraction;
• @ of arity 2, which is an atomic agent representing application;
• f, g, . . . of arity 0, for constants;
• a non-atomic agent M of arity 1 to represent matching problems;
• a family of non-atomic agents αM , where α is any of the agents above except M ;
• ⊥ of arity 0 (atomic), to represent matching failure.
All non-atomic agents permit interactions to take place inside nested nets, and
also across the agent boundary (i.e. they are active). The translation of an applica-
tion, a variable, or a constant, are the same as in the ﬁrst interaction net encoding.
We give the translation of an abstraction p u in Figure 6(a), where we omit the
encoding of the box, as before. The reaction implementing the ρ-rule is given in
Figure 6(b). The rules to implement the matching algorithm are given in Figure 7.
The ﬁrst rule allows agents from the body of the abstraction (except for copy and
erase agents) to interact at the root, keeping track of the matching constraint. We
assume that the non-atomic agents αM have the same behaviour as α (i.e. same
interaction rules), and permit the same interactions as M between the net inside
and the outside (whence the name αM ). We omit the rule for M and  which
should erase M and its content, sending  agents along the interface. If α is itself
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T (u)
T (p)
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
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
(a) Abstraction
=⇒
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
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
@
	
r
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Fig. 6. Bigraphical encodings of abstraction and rule (ρ)
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

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	

f


α
· · · 

r
/
M =⇒ 


· · ·
 

 ⊥
 

 
 

 

/
/


Fig. 7. Matching using bigraphs
an αM then the interaction produces again αM with an additional matching con-
straint. The next rule eliminates the M agents after the matching constraint has
been solved. The last three rules decompose matching problems with application,
and detect success or failure when constants interact (we assume α = f). Similar
rules for αM are omitted (with an empty net it reduces to α).
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@
g

f
h







	

	
f
g


	



M
h

=⇒ =⇒
⊥

h



=⇒ ⊥

Fig. 8. Evaluation of (f  h) g with bigraphical nets
Simulation of ρ-calculus reductions
The interaction rules above simulate the rules ρ and σ of the explicit ρ-calculus
(the rule σv is obtained for free). This encoding allows us to implement a non-
strict semantics (and also a strict one, see below), similarly to the encoding that
uses an explicit matching agent. Unlike the latter, the matching agent does not
block interactions between the net representing the body of the abstraction and the
context of the term. We have the following results, which are similar to those stated
in Section 4.
Proposition 5.2 (Correctness and completeness) If T (t) =⇒∗ T (u), then
t →∗ u. If t is closed and t →∗ u in normal form, then T (t) =⇒∗ T (u).
Example 5.3 We now reconsider the examples of Section 2 with this encoding.
Evaluation of the term (f  h) g produces a matching failure (both under the strict
and non-strict semantics) as shown in Figure 8. On the other hand, the term (x
h)((f  i) g) reduces to h, since the  agent erases the failing matching (therefore
implementing the non-strict semantics), as shown in Figure 9. To implement a
strict semantics it is suﬃcient to take out the rule between  and a fail agent, and
interpret any net containing ⊥ as failure.
6 Conclusion
Although there are several good encodings of the λ-calculus in interaction nets,
the problem of designing a satisfactory encoding of the ρ-calculus is non-trivial,
because the problem of matching introduces more potential parallelism than in the
λ-calculus, which is diﬃcult to handle satisfactorily with interaction nets because
they lack a notion of locality. We ﬁnally proposed a framework which is expressive
enough for this.
For the sake of clarity, we omitted some details (like free variables in patterns,
and non-linear patterns) in order to isolate the real problem, that is the problem of
matching. We nevertheless assure the reader that the issue would stay unchanged
in a more realistic implementation.
The original motivations for this work were to provide grounds for implementing
in a distributed setting the ρ-calculus, which can be seen as a foundational model for
functional languages featuring pattern-matching, or for rewriting. This actually led
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Fig. 9. Evaluation of (x h)((f  i) g) with bigraphical nets
us far beyond, and we have also proposed bigraphical nets as a model of distributed
computation with local synchronisations which is suitable for our particular problem
(and for a larger class of problems). This will be the subject of future work.
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